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ABSTRACT The detection of anomalies in network traffic, such as low volume attacks and abnormalities,
has become a pressing problem in today’s large volume of Internet traffic. To this end, various anomaly
detection techniques have been developed, including techniques based on long-range dependence (LRD)
behavior estimation of network traffic. However, the existing LRD-based techniques analyze the aggregated
WHOLE (control plus data) traffic, which might not be sufficient to detect short-duration and low-volume
attacks and abnormalities in the traffic. This is because such anomalies might pass unnoticed in large
volume of the normal background traffic. To address this issue, we propose a method that examines the
LRD behavior of control and data planes traffic separately, which improves the detection efficacy. For LRD
behavior analysis, the proposed method integrates the correlation structures of second-order self-similar
and fractional autoregressive integrated moving average models. The performance of the proposed method
is empirically evaluated and validated over a relatively recent real Internet traffic captured at King Saud
University’s network. The analysis and results demonstrate that the proposed method efficiently detects
such low volume and short duration attacks and abnormalities in the traffic, which would not be detected by
merely analyzing the aggregatedWHOLE traffic without decomposing it into control and data planes traffic.

INDEX TERMS Anomaly detection, intrusion detection, Internet traffic, LRD, self-similarity, network
traffic analysis, network security, control plane traffic, data plane traffic, SOSS model, FARIMA model.

I. INTRODUCTION
The volume of Internet traffic is persistently growing due
to continuous emergence of new technologies and high
bandwidth applications, and the pervasiveness of its users.
According to Cisco global IP traffic forecast [1], the annual
global IP traffic has exceeded the Zettabyte (ZB)1 figure by
the end of 2016. With such humungous growth, this figure
will reach 2.3 ZB per year by 2020. This persistent and rapid
growth of Internet traffic brings many challenging issues,
including the detection of anomalies.

Anomalies can be defined as some patterns in data that
do not imitate network traffic normal behavior. Network
operators frequently face a wide range of such patterns in

11ZB = 1021 Bytes

network traffic. Anomalous patterns could be benign abnor-
malities due to technical or physical problems, such as net-
work outage, high-rate flows and sudden changes due to
flash crowds [5]. On the other hand, they could be due to
malicious illegitimate activities, for example, cyber intru-
sions, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, worm
propagation, port scanning, credit card frauds etc. [2], [3],
which could lead to catastrophic consequences and threaten
the proper operation of networks.

These malicious activities are also growing with time,
which is evident from various surveys and reports. For exam-
ple, according to [4], attacks on network infrastructures,
data centers and customers, particularly DDoS attacks, are
increasing in size, complexity, and frequency. DDoS attacks
have increased round about sixty times in size in the past
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eleven years, i.e., from 8 Gbps eleven years ago to 500 Gbps
in 2015. Moreover, the frequency of DDoS attacks has esca-
lated in 2015 with larger volumetric attacks as compared to
2014 [4]. DDoS attacks cause anomalies in network traffic
by consuming and exhausting victims’ resources. In order to
overcome such abnormalities and attacks in today’s humon-
gous network traffic, the development of robust, accurate,
real-time and efficient detection techniques is inevitable,
which is a challenging and open research problem yet to be
solved by the network community.

To this end, numerous methods have been developed for
the detection of abnormalities and attacks in network traffic.
Overall, these methods lie in two domains: signature based
detection and anomaly based detection. In the former, the
detection methods are based on predefined signatures, which
are built on the basis of the characteristics and features of
previously known attacks. Thus, such signatures are used for
the detection of the corresponding attacks. While in the latter
case, the detection methods are based on certain underlying
models, which are labeled based on traffic normal behavior.
The methods in this group detect and characterize anomalous
patterns in the traffic based on deviation from the underlying
labeled models. Once the traffic is characterized anomalous,
then the corresponding data is investigated more closely to
identify the root cause of the anomaly. Moreover, anomaly
based detection techniques can detect zero-day attacks, i.e.,
previously unknown attacks, whereas signature based meth-
ods cannot. For this reason, anomaly based detectionmethods
have gathered much attention of researchers over the last few
decades.

Various anomaly based detection methods have been pro-
posed in the literature based on a wide range of models,
including the self-similar and long-range dependence (LRD)
nature of Internet traffic, which has been introduced more
than two decades ago by Leland et al. [6]. It is shown in [6]
that self-similarity and LRDbehavior are ubiquitous in aggre-
gated network traffic. This nature of the network traffic is
used as an underlying model for the detection of any possi-
ble anomalies, which is an efficient way for volume based
anomaly detection. In such anomaly detection methods,
the aggregated network traffic is monitored for its self-
similar and LRD behavior, where deviation from this behav-
ior indicates an anomaly in the traffic. However, the exist-
ing techniques in this domain analyze LRD behavior in the
aggregated WHOLE (control plus data) traffic. In this way,
short duration and low volume attacks and abnormalities
might not be detected. This is because they might be buried
under the large volume of normal traffic, which might not
affect the overall statistical characteristics of the aggregated
WHOLE traffic considering the LRD behavior. Besides,
many of the attacks and abnormalities are established and
carried out in the control plane traffic [7], [8]. Consequently,
due to the small volume of control plane traffic compare to
the WHOLE traffic, such attacks and abnormalities might
be skipped by merely looking at the aggregated WHOLE
traffic.

To address this issue, we extend our preliminary work
in [9], where we only presented basic results on packet count
analysis, which are extended and further explicated in this
paper. We propose a robust LRD based anomaly detection
method that analyzes the LRD behavior of aggregated control
and data planes traffic separately using an integrated LRD
model, which is based on the integration of the correlation
structures of second order self-similar (SOSS) and fractional
autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) LRD
models. In addition, the proposed method further narrows
down the LRD analysis of traffic for anomaly detection by
further splitting the control and data planes traffic in different
directions with respect to the enterprise network. Hence, the
proposed method is comparatively more robust and efficient
considering the large volume of Internet traffic. Moreover,
for comparative analysis, we also analyze the aggregated
WHOLE traffic along with the aggregated decomposed
traffic. The main contributions of this paper include:

1) LRD behavior analysis of decomposed network traffic
through byte count feature along with packet count
feature and their cross comparative analysis.

2) Experimental evaluation and validation of the proposed
anomaly detectionmethod using recent real normal and
anomalous Internet traffic traces.

3) Comparison between the results of the proposed
method and the results of analyzing the aggregated
WHOLE traffic.

4) Theoretical and experimental analysis of LRDbehavior
variation with the variations in traffic volume, aggrega-
tion interval and window size.

5) Empirical identification and evaluation of an appropri-
ate aggregation interval, which is required to aggregate
the network traffic, and a time window size, which
is required for the analysis of LRD behavior of the
corresponding aggregated traffic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section II
briefly describes the phenomenon of self-similarity and LRD.
It also provides the details of LRD estimation in Internet
traffic and the role of aggregation interval and window size
in LRD behavior analysis. Section III provides a thorough
literature review of the related work. In Section IV, we present
and explain the proposed methodology. Section V presents
the experimental results and discussion. This section includes
the description of KSU’s dataset, the results on the selection
of appropriate aggregation interval and window size, and
the performance evaluation and validation of the proposed
method using KSU’s dataset. Lastly, Section VI presents the
concluding remarks and future directions.

II. BACKGROUND
A. SELF-SIMILARITY AND LONG-RANGE
DEPENDENCE (LRD)
Generally, a process that statistically looks the same irre-
spective of scaling in time or space is known as self-similar
process. Kolmogorov first identified self-similar processes
in 1941 [10]. The well-known example of self-similar
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FIGURE 1. The phenomena of self-similarity and LRD: (a) Koch curve
(b) LRD and SRD.

processes is fractal. The notion of fractal arises from the frac-
tal geometry. When the fractal is considered for different res-
olutions, it shows the characteristic of similarity. Figure 1 (a)
depicts the phenomenon of self-similarity in a well-known
Koch curve [11]. If we zoom the Koch curve with different
degrees of magnifications, it looks the same. The most well-
known statistical example of self-similar processes is second-
order self-similar (SOSS) process.

On the other hand, LRD is a property of a process that
shows strong statistical dependence over large time lags. In
other words, a process whose autocorrelation function decays
very slowly (i.e., hyperbolically) and the process depends
on long past values, such process exhibits LRD behavior.
This implies that all the values at any time are correlated
in a non-negligible way with values at future instant. In
contrast, if the autocorrelation function of a process decays
very fast (i.e., exponentially), then such process is short-range
dependence (SRD). In such process, the dependence does not
live for a very long time. Figure 1 (b) depicts the phenomena
of LRD and SRD. In the plot, the blue dotted curve with
hyperbolic decay represents a typical LRD process, while
the solid red curve with abrupt decay represents a typical
SRD process. The variable k represents the corresponding lag
values of the autocorrelation function.

The phenomena of LRD and self-similarity are closely
related with subtle differences. LRD describes the statistical
significant correlations of the behavior of a time-dependent
process across large time scales, while self-similarity defines
the phenomenon in which the behavior of a process is pre-
served irrespective of scaling in space or time [12]. These
phenomena in a process can be studied through a well-known
Hurst (H ) parameter, which is emerged after the work of
the British hydrologist H. E. Hurst on the Nile river minima
in 1951 [13].

Mathematically, a continuous process Y (t) is considered
self-similar if it satisfies the condition,

Y (t) =d a−HY (at) ,∀a > 0, t ≥ 0 and 0 < H < 1,

where H is the corresponding Hurst parameter, a is a scaling
parameter, and the notation =d represents the equality in
distribution [14], [15]. This means that the normalized time
scaled version Y (at) of Y (t) with a normalization factor

of a−H is equal in distribution to Y (t). WhereH can take any
real value from the interval 0 < H < 1. However, negative
values of H are not acceptable because this will cause the
process Y (t) to be no longer a measurable process. Similarly,
H with a value of zero is of no interest because it implies
that for all values of t greater than zero, Y (t) = Y (at),
with probability of one. Moreover, when Y (t) has a finite
variance and stationary increments, then the incremental pro-
cess of Y (t) can be evaluated as follows: Xi = Yi − Yi−1
(i = 1, 2, 3 . . .). Where Xi (in our study represents the
time series of packet and byte counts) has an autocorrelation
function given by [16];

ρH (k) =
1
2

(
|k + 1|2H − 2 |k|2H + |k − 1|2H

)
, k ≥ 1. (1)

Any process with an autocorrelation function of (1) is referred
to as an SOSS process. The aggregated process X (m) (k) of Xi
has the following form [18], [19]:

X (m) (k) =
1
m

km∑
i=(k−1)m+1

X (i), k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

where m is the level of aggregation. This implies that the
original series Xi is divided into non-overlapping blocks of
size m and averaged over each block. The index, k , identify
the block. It can be shown that for all integers k ,

X (i) =d m1−HX (m) (i) (2)

A stationary process X (i) is exactly SOSS if it satisfies (2)
for all m. This means that m1−HX (m) has the same second
order statistical properties, i.e., variance and autocorrelation,
as X , for all m. Conversely, a stationary process is called
asymptotically SOSS if (2) holds as m → ∞. This implies
m1−HX (m) has the same second order statistics, i.e., variance
and autocorrelation, as that of X , when m→∞ [17], [18].
Correspondingly, if Xi exhibits LRD behavior, then its

hyperbolically decaying autocorrelation function can be
represented as follows;

ρβ (k) ∼ k−β , ask →∞, β ∈ (0, 1) (3)

where β = 2 − 2H , is the corresponding LRD parameter,
whichmeasures the degree of LRD inXi. Equation (3) implies
that the autocorrelation function of LRD process decays
slowly, therefore, the absolute sum of its values approaches
infinity, i.e.,

∑
∞

k=−∞ |ρ (k)| = ∞. On the contrary, the auto-
correlation function of an SRD process decays fast such that∑
∞

k=−∞ |ρ (k)| <∞ [16], [19]. In case of LRD, H takes
values between 0.5 and 1, whereas for SRD, its values are
less than 0.5. It is worth noticing that in the LRD behavior
analysis, H cannot take values of 1, greater than 1, and 0.5.
BecauseH with a value of 1 implies that ρH (k) = 1 for all k .
Likewise, the value of H greater than 1 is of no use because
it contradicts the fact that |ρH (k)| ≤ 1 for all k . Similarly,
H with a value of 0.5 shows an uncorrelated process.

Furthermore, the most well-known models of LRD pro-
cesses are fractional Gaussian noise, i.e., which repre-
sent SOSS process [18], [20], and fractional autoregressive
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integrated moving average (FARIMA) process [21]. Any
FARIMA (p, d, q) process can be represented using the
standard FARIMA (0, d, 0) [19]. The parameter d determines
the LRD behavior, parameters p and q allow for more flexible
modelling of the short-range properties. The parameter d can
take real values from the interval (−1/2, 1/2). A FARIMA
(0, d, 0) process exhibits LRD behavior if and only if
d ∈ (0, 1/2). The autocorrelation function of SOSS process
is given in (1) and the autocorrelation function of the standard
FARIMA (0, d, 0) process has the following form,

ρd (k) =
0(1− d)0(k + d)
0(d)0(1+ k − d)

=

k∏
i=1

(k − i+ d)
(k − i+ 1− d)

(4)

where the parameter d = 1/2 − β/2 determines the LRD
behavior and 0(.) is Euler’s gamma function.

Additionally, the LRD behavior has been observed and
analyzed in various fields, for instance, econometrics,
hydrology, biophysics, linguistics, earth sciences, and Inter-
net traffic modeling [22]–[24]. About two decades ago,
Leland et al. [6] introduced the notion of self-similarity and
LRD in aggregated network traffic. Later on, it was found
that self-similarity and LRD behavior also occur in WAN
traffic [25], WWW traffic [26], and protocol level traffic
[24], [27]. This self-similar and LRD nature of network traf-
fic is mainly due to the multiplexing of a large number of
ON/OFF sources that transfer files whose sizes are heavy-
tailed [26], [28]. Moreover, the LRD behavior in network
traffic is analyzed through various features including packet
count, byte count, packet inter-arrival time, and flow count
[6], [29], [30].

B. LRD ESTIMATION IN NETWORK TRAFFIC
For accurate capturing and forecasting of LRD behavior in
Internet traffic, the selection of a proper LRD estimation tool
and other related parameters such as aggregation interval and
window size are crucial. Here we explain and discuss these
parameters and LRD estimation tool that we use in this work.

An aggregation interval is the time duration over which
the number of packets/bytes are counted, which results in a
time series of packets/bytes counts’ bins. A window size is
the time-window over which the analysis of LRD behavior
of the corresponding aggregated traffic in the form of time
series of packets/bytes’ bins is carried out. The selection of
values for these parameters depend on the traffic rate, the
higher the traffic rate, the smaller the aggregation interval
and window size should be and vice versa. Since the traffic
rate changes over time, therefore, different traffic behaviors
occur at different time scales [12], [31], [32]. The traffic rate
during daytime is higher than the traffic rate during nighttime.
Similarly, the traffic rate duringworking hours of weekdays is
higher than the traffic rate during weekends. This is because
there will be more active sources (users) in the network
during daytime, particularly working hours as compared to
weekend and nighttime. In addition, the LRD phenomenon in
network traffic depends on the number of ON/OFF sources to

be multiplexed. Therefore, the observations of the degree of
LRD behavior of network traffic varies with the variation of
scale (aggregation interval). Consequently, we need to adjust
the scale according to the traffic rate.

Moreover, it is presented in [24] that the LRD behavior in
network traffic depends on the network utilization, i.e., when
utilization is low, e.g., overnight, then the degree of LRD
decreases, and vice versa. Thus in order to accurately capture
the LRD behavior in traffic overnight, during weekend and
during non-busy hours of the day, the identification of distinct
aggregation intervals is required for every individual case
based on the number of active sources in the network as
opposed to the case of traffic during working hours. Since
during these times, the networks have less number of active
sources to be multiplexed, and hence less volume of traffic as
compared to busy hours on working days where the traffic
is more bursty in nature. Such cases induce false alarms
in the detection of anomalies in Internet traffic based on
LRD behavior analysis (i.e., declaring that the traffic under
analysis deviates from LRD behavior, which indicates an
anomaly in the traffic, when in fact such event occurs due
to the inadequate traffic and not an anomaly). This is one of
the limitations of the LRD based anomaly detection schemes.
Therefore, such cases either need to be avoided while analyz-
ing the LRD behavior or an appropriate aggregation interval
should be identified for each individual case based on the
number of active sources in the network, which could be
achieved by developing an adaptive method for the aggrega-
tion of traffic.

Similarly, the proper selection of window size depends
on the intensity of underlying traffic. According to [33], it
is necessary to identify the minimum required window size
to obtain reliable LRD measurements. The LRD measure-
ments become less accurate when using small window sizes.
It causes more false alarms, as the failure to exhibit LRD
behavior would be due insufficient data and not due to an
anomaly. On the other hand, if the window size gets larger,
then it could lead to miss detection of short duration and
low volume anomalies. Because they might be buried under
the normal traffic, hence, might not be detected. Likewise,
larger window size could slow down the analysis. Besides,
there is the possibility that we might come across different
types of non-stationarities, particularly the trends i.e., upward
or downward trends in the traffic, which could mislead the
LRD behavior’s results. Since according to [12] and [23], the
definition of LRD is based on stationarity, and all LRD esti-
mation techniques assume a stationary time-series; therefore,
their estimates are quite sensitive to the existence of non-
stationarities in the analysis. Experiments in [33] and [34]
show that window sizes of 15–30 minutes are practical and
sufficient for the LRD analysis in modern LANs Ethernet
traffic.

Furthermore, the accurate detection and estimation of LRD
behavior in network traffic is also highly dependent on the
LRD estimation tools/methods. Among several LRD estima-
tion methods, the simplest and more accurate method to test
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whether the underlying traffic exhibits LRD behavior or not
is to test whether it follows SOSS/FARIMA LRD model or
not. For this reason, in the proposed method, we incorpo-
rate the Kettani and Gubner’s LRD estimator known as the
‘‘Optimization Method’’ (OM) [16], [35], which is based on
the aforementon models. OM is shown in the literature, for
example in [36] and [37], to be among the well-known LRD
behavior estimation methods, which is considered as a more
simple, accurate, and faster.

The OM uses either SOSS model or FARIMA (0, d, 0)
model for H parameter estimation in any given process. Let
Xi represent the process of number of packets or bytes in
the ith interval of a given trace of data. The OM first tests
whether Xi fits any of the aforementioned models, and if so,
then it gives an estimation of the LRD parameter β̂ i.e., the
H parameter in case of SOSS model, and the d parameter in
case of FARIMA model. OM evaluates this fitting of data to
the underlying model through a Curve-Fitting Error (CFE)
function, EK

(
β̂
)
, given by:

EK
(
β̂
)
=

1
4K

K∑
k=1

(
ρ
β̂
(k)− ρ̂(k)

)2
(5)

ρ
β̂
(k) represents the autocorrelation function of the under-

lying model (i.e., SOSS or FARIMA (0, d, 0)), which is
given in (1) and (4), respectively. Whereas ρ̂ (k) is the sam-
ple autocorrelation function of the data to be analyzed, and
K is the largest possible value of lags k that minimizes the
edge effect in calculation of ρ̂(k). The sample autocorrelation
function, ρ̂(k), can be estimated by normalizing the estimated
autocovariance function, ĈX (k) by the estimated variance,
σ̂ 2
X of the process Xi as follows:

ρ̂ (k) =
ĈX (k)

σ̂ 2
X

(6)

The autocovariance function, ĈX (k) is estimated by:

ĈX (k) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
Xi − µ̂X

) (
Xi+k − µ̂X

)
where µ̂X is the sample mean of the process and can be

estimated as follows: µ̂X = 1
n

n∑
i=1

Xi. The estimated variance

of the process is evaluated as follows: σ̂ 2
X = E

[(
Xi − µ̂X

)2],
which is equal to ĈX (0). Therefore, (6) can be written as:

ρ̂ (k) =
ĈX (k)

ĈX (0)

In the proposed method, both SOSS and FARIMAmodels are
integrated concurrently, which are explained in Section IV.

III. RELATED WORK
Since the discovery of self-similar and long-range depen-
dence (LRD) nature of aggregated network traffic [6], the
concept of self-similarity and LRD has initiated studies in

several areas, including the detection of anomalies in network
traffic [37]–[57]. Network traffic has been shown to be self-
similar and exhibit LRD behavior under normal conditions.
However, anomalous conditions, such as congestion, devices
failure, and cyber intrusions can cause loss of LRD behavior.
Consequently, this loss of self-similar and LRD behavior can
be used to detect such anomalous events. In [37] and [38], it
is demonstrated that normal Internet traffic in the absence of
anomalies preserves second order self-similar (SOSS) prop-
erty, while anomalous traffic distract from this structure of
normal traffic. Thus, the anomalous traffic can be detected
by monitoring the SOSS property of the traffic. Mirosław
and Dymora in [39] present that the Hurst (H ) parameter
estimation could be used to detect anomalies in certain types
of traffic, such as HTTP, E-mail, and SSL. In this method, the
corresponding H values are compared with the confidence
interval of normal values for the detection of any possible
anomaly in the traffic. On the other hand, Inacio et al. [43]
show that the degree of self-similarity increases during an
attack, which may be used to suspect malicious activities and
trigger further monitoring mechanisms. Similarly, according
to Lee et al. [42], the statistical nature of spam traffic shows
high degree of self-similarity compared to normal traffic.
Thus, this distinctive behavior can help in detecting spam
traffic. Moreover, Yan and Wang [44] propose an anomaly
detectionmethod for the security evaluation of LAN traffic by
usingH parameter variation analysis of four different metrics
i.e., all packets, TCP packets, UDP packets and ARP packets.
Similarly, in [45]–[49], considering the self-similar and LRD
nature of the traffic, the variation in H parameter is used for
the detection of possible anomaly in the traffic.

Furthermore, one of the major causes of anomalies in net-
work traffic is the continuous rapid growth of DDoS attacks.
DDoS attacks perturb the normal flow of network traffic by
capturing network recourses. Since it affects the volume of
traffic, it could contribute to the deviation of network traffic
from LRD behavior. To date, various approaches based on
self-similar and LRD nature of network traffic have been
proposed for the detection of DDoS attacks. Liu et al. [50] use
the autocorrelation and H parameter measurements for the
early detection of network traffic anomalies caused by DDoS
attacks. Similarly, Nurohman and Purwanto [51] develop a
method for the detection of anomalies, particularly DDoS
attacks based on kolmogorov-smirnov test and H estimator.
This method can differentiate normal traffic from abnor-
mal traffic by exploiting the self-similar nature of traffic.
Moreover, Kaur et al. [40] use wavelet-based estimation
of LRD to differentiate between flash crowds and pulsat-
ing DDoS attacks. Likewise, Zhang et al. [41] develop a
method in the wavelet domain in light of LRD behavior of
network traffic for the detection of outliers such as DDoS
attacks. Conversely, Jian-Qi et al. [52] propose a DoS attack
detection approach based on the distributional features of
packet compositions (i.e., source and destination address and
ports), which shows composition self-similarity (CSS) in
local-world network (number of hosts). Where the traffic
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anomalies (DoS attacks) cause changes in the distribution
of addresses or ports observed in traffic, hence, affect the
H parameter of CSS. Similarly, in [53]–[56] and references
therein, the self-similar and LRD behavior of network traffic
is used in one way or another for the detection of DDoS
attacks in network traffic. Overall, the literature shows that in
the presence of anomaly, the self-similar and LRD behavior
of network traffic varies. Thus, this variation in the behavior
of network traffic can be modeled to detect the corresponding
possible anomalies in the traffic.

On the other hand, besides the LRD model based anomaly
detection methods, numerous anomaly detection methods
based on various other models/approaches have been pro-
posed in the literature, for instance the methods in [57]–[63].
In [57], a scheme called stream projected outlier detec-
tor (SPOT) is developed for anomaly detection in high-
dimensional data streams from wireless network. SPOT is
comprised of learning and detection stages. In the learn-
ing stage, it incorporates an outlier-based mechanism where
with the help of multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA),
the projected anomalies subspaces are searched in multi-
dimensional data streams, which are then used in the detec-
tion stage for the detection of possible anomalies. Likewise,
in [58] an algorithm is developed for the detection of anoma-
lies in sensors’ data with uncertainties. The algorithm incor-
porates belief-rule-based association rule mining for over-
coming uncertainties in the data, such as vagueness, igno-
rance, ambiguity, incompleteness, and imprecision. The algo-
rithm is evaluated on two different datasets against other
methods in the same domain with comparatively better
results. Moreover, in [59], a semi-supervised discriminative
restricted Boltzmann machine based anomaly detection tech-
nique is proposed. The notion of this method is to find any
inherent similarity between normal and anomalous traffic for
characterization. Based on experiments, it is observed that
the performance of the proposed classifier suffers when it is
tested in a network other than the network from where the
training data was taken. Therefore, further investigation of the
anomalous behavior and its differences to the inherent nature
of the normal traffic is suggested. On the other hand, in [60], a
users’ behavior analysis based anomaly detection scheme is
proposed, which characterizes normal and abnormal users’
behavior using principal component analysis (PCA). The
method analyzes the users’ database access behavior and web
browsing behavior for such characterization. In addition, a
method for anomaly detection based on maximum and rela-
tive entropy estimations is introduced in [61]. The maximum
entropy is used to estimate the packet distribution of normal
traffic that is used as a baseline profile, whereas the relative
entropy estimation of the traffic under observation is used
to identify anomalous behaviors in the traffic. Conversely,
in [62], an anomaly detection method based on non-linear
characteristics analysis of aggregated IP traffic flows is pro-
posed. Themethod constructs a baseline normal traffic profile
and then against this profile, it analyzes the aggregated IP
flow traffic for non-stationary events and hidden recurrence

patterns using recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) and
support vector machines (SVM). Based on such analysis
the anomalous traffic is detected and classified. Similarly,
in order to understand and analyze the dynamic nature of
the traffic for anomalies, in [63], a distributed sensors net-
work based anomaly detection system is proposed. In this
system, sensor agents are installed at different nodes at the
network, which collect the traffic at their network interfaces
and preprocess it to extract features of interest that could best
describe the traffic dynamics by using independent compo-
nent analysis. The collected features’ data is then aggregated
at a central collector for further analysis and classification of
normal and anomalous events using a decision tree classifier.

Apart from the related work presented, considerable
research has been devoted to establishing anomaly detection
methods based on LRD model and various other state-of-
the-art models. However, to the best of our knowledge none
of them, except in our previous preliminary work [9], [64],
consider analyzing the LRD behavior of control and data
traffic separately in different directions with respect to the
enterprise network. In our proposed method, we introduce a
paradigm shift in the LRD behavior analysis based anomaly
detection methods from the analysis of aggregated WHOLE
(control plus data) traffic to the analysis of aggregated decom-
posed traffic as discussed in the next section.

IV. METHODOLOGY: NETWORK ANOMALY DETECTION
USING LRD ANALYSIS OF PACKET AND BYTE
COUNTS IN DECOMPOSED NETWORK TRAFFIC
In the proposed method, the Internet traffic is preprocessed
and analyzed using its intrinsic LRD behavior. The basic
framework of the proposed method and a flow chart of the
complete process of network traffic analysis are depicted in
Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively, where the traffic anal-
ysis is mainly comprised of two modules: Internet traffic
preprocessing and LRD estimation. The traffic preprocessing
module is further comprised of three processes: TCP traffic
filtering, traffic decomposition, and packet and byte count
extraction. After capturing the bidirectional Internet traffic
i.e., incoming and outgoing, with respect to LAN at the
router of the network as shown in Figure 2, the traffic is
preprocessed by filtering the TCP traffic and decomposing it
into different subgroups of control and data planes in different
directions with respect to the enterprise network as depicted
in Figure 3. Control plane traffic contains packets that set,
maintain, or tear down a connection, whereas the data plane
traffic contains packets that are responsible for the actual
transfer of data [7], [8]. We decompose the traffic into control
and data planes based on the TCP flags and the length fields
in the TCP and IP header of each packet. For further decom-
position in different directions with respect to the enterprise
network, we use the corresponding source and destination IP
addresses fields in each packet. We treat TCP packets having
any of these flags: SYN, FIN or RST as control packets. Since
these packets are used to establish, maintain, or tear down a
TCP connection. Moreover, bare acknowledgements (ACKs)
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FIGURE 2. A framework of the proposed anomaly detection method.

are also treated as control packets, and the rest of packets,
including piggybacked acknowledgements, are treated as data
packets. In contrast to piggybacked ACKs, bare ACKs do
not carry payloads. After this decomposition, the packet and
byte counts in the corresponding subgroups are extracted by
aggregating them in bins using suitable aggregation interval,
i.e., binswidth. Such bins give us the time series of packets
and bytes counts. In the LRD estimation module, SOSS and
FARIMA tests are applied to such time series of the corre-
sponding traffic subgroups to estimate the LRD parameter
i.e., H and d . Since SOSS and FARIMA models, which are
given in the OMmethod in [16] and [35], are integrated in the
proposed method as the normal model for anomaly detection;
therefore, based on such estimates, the traffic is classified as
either normal or anomalous.

In the preprocessing phase, the TCP traffic is decomposed
into the following traffic subgroups:

- Incoming control (IC) traffic.
- Outgoing control (OC) traffic.
- Bidirectional control (BC) traffic (combination of
IC and OC).

- Incoming data (ID) traffic.
- Outgoing data (OD) traffic.
- Bidirectional data (BD) traffic (combination of
ID and OD).

- Incomingwhole (IW) traffic (combination of ID and IC).
- Outgoing whole (OW) traffic (combination of
OD and OC).

- Bidirectional WHOLE (BW) traffic (combination of
BC and BD).

The bidirectional WHOLE traffic is the combination of
control and data in both directions with respect to the net-
work, which in fact represents the undecomposed network
traffic. Note that for the comparison purpose, we also analyze

this bidirectional WHOLE traffic. Because most of the
previous works in the area of LRD behavior analysis are
based on analyzing this traffic. Hence, in this way we can
demonstrate the comparison and performance efficacy of
the proposed method. Furthermore, we note here that the
proposed method focuses on TCP traffic, since most of
Internet traffic is associated with TCP [7], and TCP traffic
constitutes 80 – 90% of the Internet traffic [65]. Besides,
TCP traffic can be easily decomposed into control and data
planes traffic using the header information in TCP packets as
discussed in [7] and [8]. For further decomposition of traffic
into subgroups based on direction, the corresponding source
and destination IP addresses fields in each TCP packet are
used. After the traffic is decomposed, then the corresponding
packet count and byte count series i.e., packet/byte bins, in the
traffic subgroups are extracted using appropriate aggregation
interval i.e., binwidth. The time series of such bins is analyzed
for LRD behavior using appropriate time windows.

In the LRD estimation phase, the extracted time series of
packet and byte counts in the form of bins in all of the traffic
subgroups are analyzed against the underlying LRD model.
For LRDmodel, SOSS and FARIMAmodels are integrated in
the proposed method, which are provided in the OM method
in [16] and [35]. According to OM, if the minimum error
in (5) for any of these models is less than a threshold value
of 1 × 10−3, then the data under analysis fits the underlying
model and the minimizer β̂ is the value of LRD parameter
(Ĥ or d̂). This implies that the traffic under analysis exhibits
LRD behavior. In contrast, if the minimum error is greater
than the threshold, 1×10−3, for any of the models, then either
the data under analysis does not follow the assumed model
or the volume of the available data is not sufficiently high
for the right decision of LRD behavior. Therefore, in such
case the value of β̂ is of no importance i.e., then it does not
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FIGURE 3. Flow diagram describing the methodology.

represent the corresponding LRD. The selection of threshold
value of 10−3 in [16] and [35] is made to set the probability
of false alarm (i.e., declaring that the process does not exhibit
LRD behavior where in fact it does), to less than 0.05.

Moreover, since we integrate both SOSS and FARIMA
models in our method, therefore, the traffic under analysis
is tested against both models concurrently in an appropriate
iterative overlapping sliding time window with 50% shift.
In each window, the LRD in packet and byte count bins of
the traffic subgroups is estimated by fitting the correlation
structure of the underlying data in (5) to the correlation
structures of SOSS and FARIMA models, given in (1) and
(4) respectively, concurrently. In this way, if any of the traffic
subgroups deviates from the correlation structures of both the
underlying models, i.e., the minimum error in (5) is greater
than 1×10−3 for both models, then the traffic under analysis
is classified as anomalous. Such traffic is considered for
further investigation in order to find the root cause of the cor-
responding anomaly. This allows the verification of whether
the detected anomalous behavior is due to benign normal
activities, or due to attacks and cyber intrusions. Note that
in such cases, the corresponding estimated LRD parameters
i.e., H and d , are ignored, as they do not represent the LRD
process. Conversely, if all of the traffic subgroups follow the
correlation structure of one or both of the underlying models
i.e., the minimum error in (5) is less than 1 × 10−3 for one

or both models, then the corresponding traffic is classified as
normal. As the process is iterative, so after a window slides
with 50% shift, the next window start estimating LRD in the
packet and byte counts of the traffic sequences.We use sliding
window with a 50% shift in order to get accurate and faster
results rather than waiting for the next entire window to pass.
Moreover, using a 50% shift instead of 100% shift increases
the chances that a given abnormity is well covered by a
single window. However, using a shift larger than 50% will
less likely achieve this. Besides, larger shifts slow down the
analysis process. On the other hand, using a shift smaller than
50% will speed up the process and provide better coverage
of a given abnormality, but it comes at the expense of more
processing without significant improvements.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. DATASET
We present experimental results on analyzing a relatively
recent real Internet traffic dataset, which was captured at
King Saud University (KSU) network on Dec. 22, 2012 to
Feb. 9, 2013 [65].We useKSUdataset because it contains real
(not simulated) and relatively recent Internet traffic. In addi-
tion, this dataset reflects newer traffic patterns, with focus on
social media, online streaming and other newer applications.

The dataset contains traffic of intra-LAN communication
and the communication between KSU’s LAN and the Inter-
net. The dataset is comprised of more than 11 Tera (1012)
bytes of Internet traffic, of which 90% is worth TCP traffic.
At the time of capturing this dataset, the network had approx-
imately more than 10,000 active hosts. In addition, the IP
addresses in this dataset are all anonymized in order to protect
the identity and preserve the privacy of external and internal
hosts. Since we are interested in TCP traffic, therefore, the
TCP traffic in the dataset is filtered out and the information
encompasses in each TCP packet is preprocessed and well
organized in comma separated value (CSV) files. The follow-
ing information is provided for each TCP packet:

- Time stamp
- Source IP address
- Source port
- Destination IP address
- Destination port
- TCP Flag (e.g., SYN, FIN, RST, or no flag is set)
- Data sequence number of the packet
- Data sequence number of the expected return data
- Acknowledgment sequence number of the expected next
data

- Receiver window size i.e., the number of bytes that
receiver can receive

- Total length of the frame
We use this information to decompose the traffic and to
extract the corresponding packet and byte counts sequences.
Moreover, this information is also used to closely investigate
any possible anomalous behavior after the detection, in order
to reach to the root cause of the corresponding anomalous
behavior.
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B. EMPIRICAL SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE
AGGREGATION INTERVAL AND WINDOW SIZE
In order to produce accurate results, we start our analysis with
the empirical evaluation of aggregation interval and window
size for the underlying dataset because they are crucial factors
in the LRD behavior analysis of aggregated traffic.We empir-
ically identify appropriate values for these parameters that are
capable of capturing the LRDbehavior in theWHOLE traffic,
i.e., bidirectional control plus data traffic, as well as in the
decomposed traffic.

We demonstrate the empirical selection of these parameters
by analyzing the LRD behavior in traffic of different times
of days and nights from the underlying dataset using SOSS
and FARIMA models. We conduct multiple experiments by
aggregating the traffic with several aggregation intervals i.e.,
0.1 – 3 seconds, and then analyzing with a number of dif-
ferent iterative overlapping sliding windows, e.g., 300, 600,
1200, and 1800 packets/bytes’ bins (each bin is resulted from
the number of packets or bytes aggregated in the concern
interval), with 50% shift. In accordance to the aggregation
intervals/binswidth used, these windows of analysis in terms
of time ranges from 30 seconds to 90 minutes, which are cal-
culated as follows; binswidth×numberofbins = windowsize.
For example, an aggregation interval of 0.1 sec and time
window of analysis of 300 bins cover 30 seconds of the traffic
trace (i.e., 0.1 sec× 300 = 30 sec). Similarly, an aggregation
interval of 3 seconds and timewindow of 1800 bins represents
90 minutes of the traffic trace.

As a conclusive observation, here we present the results
on three different traffic scenarios from the KSU’ dataset:
working hours’ traffic, late night’s traffic and weekend’s
traffic, which cover the traffic of busy and non-busy hours
i.e., higher loads and lower loads. We analyze these traces
by using window sizes of 1200 and 1800 bins. These
traffic scenarios include Saturday (8 to 10 am) traffic,
Saturday (12 to 2 am) traffic and Friday (8 to 10 am) traffic,2

respectively. Table 1 shows the average traffic rates in these
traffic traces in kilo packets per second (KPPS) and megabits
per second (Mbps).

From our initial exhaustive iterative analysis, we observed
that the window sizes of 300 and 600 bins are not sufficient to
capture the LRD behavior in all of the traffic subgroups; as a
result, we do not consider them. We also found that a window
size of 1200 bins is not sufficient to capture the LRD behavior
in most of the traffic subgroups. In contrast, a window size of
1800 bins is large enough to capture LRD behavior in the all
of the traffic subgroups. However, for the sake of comparison,
here we also present results on window size of 1200 bins.

The results of analyzing LRD behavior in the aggregated
packet and byte counts of decomposed traffic in Trace 1 given
in Table 1 using aforementioned window sizes and various
aggregation intervals are shown in Figure 4. The x-axis in the
Figure represents the aggregation intervals/binswidths over

2During capturing of the traffic, Thursday and Friday were weekend days
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

TABLE 1. Average traffic rates in saturday and friday’s traffic traces
(2-hours each).

which the traffic is aggregated, and the y-axis represents the
percentage failures of capturing LRD behavior in the two
hours traffic of trace 1 using time windows sizes of 1200
and 1800 bins respectively. Since we use sliding window
with 50% shift, therefore, the percentage shows the failures
to capture the LRD behavior in each window as we move
along the two hours traffic. In other words, these percentage

FIGURE 4. Percentage failures in capturing of LRD behavior in traffic of
Saturday traffic, Trace 1 (8 am – 10 am), against various aggregation
intervals and window sizes (a) packet count analysis (b) byte count
analysis.
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failures in capturing LRD behavior are based on the number
of observations for each aggregation interval over a length
of two hours traffic. Hence, these failures do not imply the
failure of capturing the LRD behavior in the entire traffic
trace, but rather the failure in a particular window of anal-
ysis. The percentage is obtained by dividing the number of
failures by the total number of observations or windows of
analysis. Whereas the number of observations is evaluated as
follows;

number of observations

=
traffic trace length

window size
+
traffic trace length− window size

window size
For example, if the traffic is aggregated using an aggregation
interval of 0.1 second, then a window size of 1200 bins covers
120 seconds (2 minutes) of the traffic trace. Thus, using
this time window for analysis with a sliding period half of
its size gives us 119 observations over a period of 2-hours
(120 minutes) traffic, i.e.,
120 minutes
2 minutes

+
120 minutes− 2 minutes

2 minutes
= 119 observations

Similarly, in case of an aggregation interval of 3 seconds, and
analysis window of 1800 bins, we have only 1 observation
over a 2-hours period because it covers 5400 seconds (90min-
utes) of the traffic. The top plot in Figure 4 (a) shows the
results of analyzing the LRD behavior in packet count of all
of the traffic subgroups using a window size of 1200 bins,
while the bottom plot shows the results for a window size of
1800 bins. Likewise, Figure 4 (b) shows the results of ana-
lyzing the byte count feature. It can be seen from the Figure
that the aggregation interval of 0.1 second with both window
sizes fails to capture the LRD behavior in certain slots of
all of the traffic subgroups. However, when we increase the
aggregation interval and window size, the failures decrease.
At aggregation intervals of 0.5 second and 1 second and with
a window size of 1800 bins, the LRD behavior is captured
in both packet and byte count sequences of all of the traffic
subgroups as can be seen from Figure 4. This window size
of 1800 bins corresponds to 15 and 30 minutes when the
traffic is aggregated with an aggregation interval of 0.5 and
1 second, respectively. Nonetheless, if we further increase the
aggregation interval and window size, then it could induce
non-stationarity in the analysis, which could mislead the
results. On the other hand, a window size of 1200 bins fails
to capture the LRD behavior in certain traffic subgroups,
particularly the incoming control and outgoing data at most of
the aggregation intervals including 0.5 second and 1 second
as shown in Figure 4. This might be due to the low volume
of traffic in these two traffic subgroups as can be seen from
Table 1. However, the failures in capturing the LRD behavior
are comparatively only in few traffic subgroups at aggrega-
tion interval of 0.5 second and higher. This is because an
increment in the aggregation interval might aggregate more
sources, which leads to an increase in volume of underlying
traffic in the corresponding windows.

On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the results of analyzing
late night traffic, i.e., Trace 2 in Table 1. It can be seen
from Figure that most of the aggregation intervals and win-
dow sizes fail to capture the LRD behavior in both packet
and byte count of almost all the traffic subgroups includ-
ing the WHOLE traffic. The reason behind this is the very
low volume of traffic during this time in the concern traffic
trace as shown in Table 1. However, the LRD behavior is
captured in all of the traffic subgroups at larger aggrega-
tion intervals other than the aggregation interval of 0.5 and
1 second as shown in Figure 5, which are not appropri-
ate for anomaly detection analysis. Comparatively, similar
results are observed for Friday’s traffic trace as shown in
Figure 6. Although, in both traffic traces i.e., Trace 2 and 3,
the WHOLE traffic exhibits LRD behavior at larger aggrega-
tion intervals and window sizes. Nevertheless, the incoming
control and the outgoing data traffic fail to exhibit the LRD
behavior in both packet and byte counts sequences at most
of the aggregation intervals and window sizes used. This is
because the volume of incoming control and outgoing data
is lower as compared to the WHOLE traffic as can be seen
from Table 1. Moreover, since Friday is a weekend day and
late night is an idle time; therefore, theremight be less number
of active users, which result in low volume of traffic.

In conclusion, after conducting extensive experiments on
the KSU’s dataset, we observe that using aggregation inter-
vals of 0.5 and 1 second to aggregate the traffic enable
us to capture the LRD behavior successfully by analyzing
the corresponding aggregated traffic with a window size of
1800 bins, i.e., 15 and 30 minutes, respectively. Therefore,
these aggregation intervals and window sizes are appropriate
for LRD behavior analysis of traffic, particularly for anomaly
detection. Note that these aggregation intervals are selected
based on the empirical analysis of KSU’s dataset, where the
average traffic rate is around 1 KPPS. However, for any given
dataset, if the traffic rate decreases, then the aggregation
interval should be increased and vice versa.

C. NETWORK ANOMALY DETECTION: EXPERIMENTAL
EVALUATION AND VALIDATION
The KSU’s dataset contains few traffic traces that are identi-
fied with anomalous patterns in the traffic. We analyze four
of such traffic traces in this work to test the detection efficacy
of our proposed method. These traffic traces are two hours in
length each and were captured on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday of the first week in the KSU’s dataset dur-
ing the hours of 08:00:00 – 10:00:00, 14:00:00 – 16:00:00,
10:00:00 – 12:00:00, and 12:00:00 – 14:00:00, respectively.
The average traffic rates in these traffic traces are 147.5Mbps,
88.4 Mbps, 145.3 Mbps, and 143.7 Mbps, respectively. We
select these traffic traces since they are during busy hours on
working days and contain anomalies in them. We find that
Monday and Wednesday’s traffic traces contain malicious
traffic, whereas the other two encompass abnormalities in
them. We highlight the corresponding anomalous patterns in
the course of the traffic through the proposed method and
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FIGURE 5. Percentage failures in capturing of LRD behavior in traffic of
Saturday traffic, Trace 2 (12 am – 2 am), against various aggregation
intervals and window sizes (a) packet count analysis, (b) byte count
analysis.

demonstrate how we further investigate them for the identifi-
cation of the actual root cause in Wednesday and Monday’s
traffic.

Firstly, we demonstrate the presence of anomalous patterns
in the concern traffic traces based on the concept presented in
[7] and [8]. According to [7] and [8], the data traffic genera-
tion is based on the control traffic generation; therefore, the
two traffic planes should have similar time variation during
benign normal conditions, whereas they might have dissimi-
lar time variation during abnormal conditions. Consequently,
we can depict the anomalous condition by plotting the bidi-
rectional control and data planes traffic simultaneously. For
instance, the bidirectional control and data planes normal
traffic from KSU’s dataset that was captured on Sunday
during, 06:00:00 – 08:00:00, shows similar time variations
as shown in Figure 7. The left plot represents the volume of
packet count, whereas the right plot shows the volume of byte
count. The byte count is plotted using log-scale. As we can
see from the two plots in the Figure, there is a similar time
variations between the control and data planes traffic i.e., the
data follows the control closely.

On the other hand, if we look at the bidirectional control
and data planes traffic of the aforementioned four anomalous

FIGURE 6. Percentage failures in capturing of LRD behavior in of Friday
traffic, Trace 3 (8 am – 10 am), against various aggregation intervals and
window sizes (a) packet count analysis, (b) byte count analysis.

traffic traces, we can see that there is dissimilarity between
the time variations of the two traffic groups as shown in
Figures 8 and 9. In these plots, there are abrupt spikes in
the bidirectional control traffic, which disrupt the similarity
between the two traffic planes. Such dissimilarity indicates
anomalous event in the traffic. The volume of spikes is huge in
Monday and Wednesday’s traffic traces compared to Sunday
and Tuesday’s traffic traces. We can see that the dissimilarity
in the behavior of control and data p lanes traffic starts at the
time of abrupt spikes in the control plane traffic as shown
in Figures 8 and 9. However, before and after this time, the
data plane traffic closely follows the track of the control plane
traffic. These spikes highlight the presence of anomalous
behavior in the corresponding slots of the traffic. Since cer-
tain anomalous behaviors manifest themselves mainly in the
control plane traffic, so by comparison between the control
and data planes, we can observe them.

Secondly, we present the results of applying our proposed
method to the aforementioned four anomalous traffic traces
using window sizes of 15 and 30 minutes. Table 2 shows the
result of analyzing the packet count in the abnormal duration
of Sunday’s traffic trace using a window size of 30 minutes.
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FIGURE 7. Similarity in the behavior of bidirectional control and data planes of normal traffic.

The corresponding traffic is aggregated with an aggregation
interval of 1 second. We can see from Table 2 that the error
value is less than the threshold value of 1×10−3 for all of
the traffic subgroups using both SOSS and FARIMAmodels.
This implies that all traffic subgroups including aggregated
WHOLE traffic exhibit LRD behavior. Similar, results are
observed for the corresponding byte count in the abnormal
duration of Sunday’s traffic trace as can be seen from Table 3.

Although there is an abnormality in this particular duration
of traffic, the resultant misdetection is due to the use of large
window size for analysis. Nevertheless, when we decrease the
window size to 15 minutes, which results from the aggrega-
tion interval of 0.5 seconds, the abnormality is detected in
both packet and byte count of the incoming control traffic
as can be seen from Tables 4 and 5 respectively. At the
same time, the abnormality is not detected in the rest of the

FIGURE 8. Packet count in the bidirectional control and data traffic showing abnormal traffic in (a) Sunday’s
traffic trace (b) Tuesday’s traffic trace, and malicious traffic in (c) Monday’s traffic trace (d) Wednesday’s
traffic trace.
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FIGURE 9. Byte count in bidirectional control and data planes traffic showing abnormal traffic in (a) Sunday’s
traffic trace (b) Tuesday’s traffic trace, and malicious traffic in (c) Monday’s traffic trace (d) Wednesday’s
traffic trace.

traffic subgroups, particularly the WHOLE traffic. This is
because the percentage volume of packet and byte counts in
the aggregated incoming control traffic is 8% and 0.7% of
the aggregated WHOLE traffic as shown in Tables 4 and 6,
respectively. Therefore, the overall effect of the abnormality
in the control is buried under the WHOLE traffic; hence, the
abnormality is not detected in the aggregatedWHOLE traffic.
Note that when the value of error for any of the tests is greater
than 1 × 10−3, then the corresponding estimated values of

TABLE 2. LRD behavior analysis of packet count sequences in abnormal
duration of sunday’s traffic trace (08:00:00 – 10:00:00) using window size
of 30 minutes and aggregation interval of 1 second.

the LRD parameters i.e., Ĥ and d̂ , are ignored and denoted
by ‘‘--’’ in the Tables. Since in such cases, the traffic under
analysis do not exhibit LRD behavior.

Moreover, Tables 6 and 7 show the results of analyzing
the abnormal traffic in Tuesday’s traffic trace through packet
count and byte count. In this case, the concern abnormality is
detected in the aggregated bidirectional control traffic as can
be seen from Tables 6 and 7. However, it is not detected in the
other subgroups, including the aggregated WHOLE traffic.

TABLE 3. LRD behavior analysis of byte count sequences in abnormal
duration of sunday’s traffic trace (08:00:00 – 10:00:00) using window size
of 30 minutes and aggregation interval of 1 second.
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TABLE 4. LRD behavior analysis of packet count sequences in abnormal
duration of sunday’s traffic trace (08:00:00 – 10:00:00) using window size
of 15 minutes and aggregation interval of 0.5 second.

This is because the abnormality is contained in the control
traffic and the control traffic has lower volume compared
to the rest of the aggregated traffic. Moreover, similar to
Sunday’s abnormality, the volume of Tuesday abnormality is
small; therefore, in the analysis we opt for a window size of
15 minutes rather than 30 minutes.

Conversely, Tables 8 – 11 show the results of LRDbehavior
analysis of packet and byte counts in the malicious traffic of
Monday and Wednesday’s traffic traces, respectively. Since
the volume of malicious traffic in these two traffic traces is
high compare to that of Sunday and Tuesday’s abnormalities
as shown in Figures 8 – 9. Therefore, such malicious traffic
is detected with even using a larger aggregation interval of
1 second and window size of 30 minutes. From Tables 8 – 9,
we can see that similar to Sunday’s traffic, the incoming
control traffic fails to exhibit LRD behavior. In this case,
since the volume of malicious packets present in the control
traffic is very high, therefore, it even causes the bidirectional
control traffic to fail to exhibit LRD behavior. However, in
the case of packet count, the rest of the traffic subgroups still
exhibit LRD behavior, particularly the aggregated WHOLE
traffic. This is because the percentage volume of packet count
in the incoming and bidirectional control traffic is 6% and
39% of theWHOLE traffic, respectively, as shown in Table 8,
thus, the effect of malicious traffic is overshadowed under

TABLE 5. LRD behavior analysis of byte count sequences in abnormal
duration of sunday’s traffic trace (08:00:00 – 10:00:00) using window size
of 15 minutes and aggregation interval of 0.5 second.

TABLE 6. LRD behavior analysis of packet count sequences in abnormal
duration of tuesday’s traffic trace (10:00:00 – 12:00:00) using window
size of 15 minutes and aggregation interval of 0.5 second.

the WHOLE traffic. Yet, this anomaly is also detected in the
outgoing data and outgoingwhole traffic in the corresponding
byte count as given in Table 9. The reason for this detection
is the overall impact of the anomaly on these two traffic
subgroups. Furthermore, it can be seen from Tables 10 – 11
that the control plane traffic in all directions fails to exhibit
LRD, while the other subgroups still exhibit LRD behavior.
Since it is the incoming and outgoing control traffic, which
carry the malicious packets; consequently, the bidirectional
traffic is also affected. Nevertheless, in the case of WHOLE
traffic, the overall effect is overshadowed. From these results,
we can infer that the anomalous behavior is carried in the
incoming and/or outgoing control plane traffic. Therefore,
it could not be detected by merely analyzing the aggregated
WHOLE traffic i.e., bidirectional whole traffic.

In addition, the overall comparison of packet and byte
count results is given in Table 12. The tick mark (X) in the
Table represents the detection of the anomaly in the con-
cern traffic subgroups, while the cross mark (7) signifies the
misdetection. As can be seen from the Table 12, the control
traffic is the most effective subgroup to detect anomalies in
both packet and byte counts. This is because the anomalous
traffic is mainly present in the control plane traffic.Moreover,
the packet and byte count show similar results for all the
traffic traces except for Monday’s abnormal traffic, where

TABLE 7. LRD behavior analysis of byte count sequences in abnormal
duration of tuesday’s traffic trace (10:00:00 – 12:00:00) using window
size of 15 minutes and aggregation interval of 0.5 second.
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TABLE 8. LRD behavior analysis of packet count sequences in malicious
duration of monday’s traffic trace (14:00:00 – 16:00:00) using window
size of 30 minutes and aggregation interval of 1 second.

the outgoing data and whole traffic also fail to exhibit LRD
behavior. Our extensive LRD behavior analysis of decom-
posed network traffic reveals that despite the similarities in
the results of packet and byte count features, the packet count
feature is a better choice for LRD based anomaly detection
using SOSS and FARIMA models. This is because the byte
count exhibits more variations in the results due to its high
dependency on the underlying application used.

Finally, the validation of the proposed method is demon-
strated through investigating the detected anomalies in the
traffic. Since according to the proposed method, if an anoma-
lous event is detected, then it is further investigated to identify
the root cause of the event as shown in Figure 3. Therefore,
we dug in the aforementioned anomalous traffic and did
packet-by-packet header inspection. Here we only present the
results forWednesday andMonday’s anomalous traffic traces
because they contain malicious packets. Since the anomalies
are mainly detected in the control plane traffic, therefore,
we filtered out the control traffic in the concern anomalous
durations of the aforementioned traffic traces. After looking
at the packets’ header information in each duration, we found
that most of the packets are exchanged between two hosts,
i.e., an internal host and an external host (inside and outside
KSU’s network). Consequently, we further narrow down the
analysis by filtering the traffic between these two hosts. Then

TABLE 9. LRD behavior analysis of byte count sequences in malicious
duration of monday’s traffic trace (14:00:00 – 16:00:00) using window
size of 30 minutes and aggregation interval of 1 second.

TABLE 10. LRD behavior analysis of packet count sequences in malicious
duration of wednesday’s traffic trace (12:00:00 – 14:00:00) using window
size of 30 minutes and aggregation interval of 1 second.

by investigating the TCP port and sequence numbers in the
header of each packet in the concern traffic, we observed
that the anomalies in Wednesday and Monday’s traffic traces
are due to Acknowledgements-storm (Ack-storm) denial of
service (DoS attacks). It is a type of low-rate DoS attack that
is induced by the exploitation of a design flaw in the TCP
protoc ol specifications. According to [66], an Ack-storm
DoS attack occurs when a host receives a packet with
an acknowledgement number field (the receiver’s sequence
number) larger than the one expected (acknowledgement to
the packet that is not yet sent), then the host discards this
packet and resends the last ACK packet. In this way, the two
hosts are trapped in an infinite loop of sending and receiving
bare ACKs back and forth. This loop continues when both the
hosts keep receiving the packets. It only stops, either when the
packets are dropped, or when a reset (RST) packet aborts the
connection.

Furthermore, we observed that around 358,664 bare ACKs
packets were exchanged between the two hosts in the case
Wednesday’ malicious event, which mounted the Ack-storm
DoS attach that lasted for around 20 seconds. This huge
volume of packets generated anomaly in the corresponding
control plane traffic as can be seen in the form of a spike
in Figures 8 (d) and 9 (d). Such malicious traffic causes the
LRD behavior failure in the corresponding control traffic as

TABLE 11. LRD behavior analysis of byte count sequences in malicious
duration of wednesday’s traffic trace (12:00:00 – 14:00:00) using window
size of 30 minutes and aggregation interval of 1 second.
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TABLE 12. Summary and comparison of the results of packet and byte count features in decomposed network traffic and WHOLE traffic.

can be seen from Tables 10 – 12. Likewise, we observed
that the attack in Monday’s traffic trace lasted for about 23
seconds as shown in Figures 8 (c) and 9 (c) in the form of
a sudden surge in control plane traffic, which causes failure
of LRD behavior in the corresponding traffic as can be seen
from Tables 8 – 9 and Table 12. In order to validate these
findings, we further analyze the behavior of traffic when the
attack packets are removed. Thus, we filter out the corre-
sponding malicious packets of Ack-storm DoS attack from
the packets of normal traffic in Wednesday’s traffic trace
as shown in Figure 10. The left plot in Figure 10 shows
bidirectional control and data plane traffic without filtering
the malicious traffic, whereas the right plot shows the cor-
responding subgroups after filtering the malicious packets.
It can be seen from the Figure that after filtering out the
malicious packets, the spike in the control plane vanishes and
the control and data planes start to exhibit similar time vari-
ations. Similar results are observed for Monday’s malicious
traffic.

The experimental observations show that the presence of
short duration and low volume abnormalities and attacks in

the control traffic affect the LRD behavior of the aggregated
control plane traffic. However, the same is not found in the
case of overall aggregated WHOLE traffic. This shows the
detection efficacy of the proposed method as compared to
the methods that only analyze aggregated WHOLE traffic
without decomposing it into control and data planes.
Thus, the proposed method can be an efficient platform for
online threats detection, since it narrows down the analysis
to control and data planes of the traffic in different directions
with respect to the enterprise network.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present and empirically evaluate an effective
volume based anomaly detection method that analyzes the
LRD behavior in Internet traffic through both packet and byte
counts of control and data planes traffic separately. Through
experiments on real dataset, we observe that the proposed
method efficiently detects anomalies such as low volume
attacks and abnormalities. However, the same is not observed
when the traffic is not decomposed into control and data
planes traffic. This means that such anomalies might not be

FIGURE 10. Packet count in bidirectional control and data planes traffic of Wednesday’s malicious traffic trace before and after removing the
malicious traffic.
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detected by those LRD model based methods, which only
consider the aggregated WHOLE traffic without decompos-
ing it into control and data planes. Since we observe that
in the presence of an anomalous behavior in the control
plane of the traffic, the aggregated control plane traffic fails
to exhibit LRD behavior, whereas the aggregated WHOLE
traffic still exhibits LRD behavior. This is because the control
plane traffic constitutes a small percentage of the WHOLE
traffic; therefore, the effect of anomaly in the control traffic
is not necessarily high enough to cause the LRD failure in the
aggregated WHOLE traffic. Hence, the effect of anomaly is
overshadowed when looking at the aggregated WHOLE traf-
fic. In addition, the decomposition of network traffic results in
reducing the volume of some of the individual traffic planes,
namely the incoming control and outgoing data compared
to the aggregated WHOLE traffic, i.e., bidirectional whole
traffic. This provides a fine granular analysis platform in
terms of parallel observations of different traffic subgroups
of control and data for online analysis at the cost of few prior
extra computations during decomposition process. We exper-
imentally demonstrate and validate such scenario by ana-
lyzing malicious traffic that contain the Acknowledgement
storm (Ack-storm) DoS attacks.

Additionally, since we analyze the statistical behavior of
aggregated network traffic; therefore, we show the impor-
tance of aggregation interval and window size in the analysis
of LRD behavior of network traffic, particularly for anoma-
lies detection. Through extensive experiments on real Internet
traffic dataset using various aggregation intervals and differ-
ent window sizes, we show that the aggregation intervals of
0.5 second and 1 second and window sizes of 15 minutes
and 30 minutes, respectively are appropriate for capturing
LRD behavior in the underlying traffic. These aggregation
intervals are suitable for the traffic rate of at least 1 kilo
packets per second (KPPS). We notice that these aggregation
intervals and window sizes are large enough to capture the
LRD behavior in traffic and small enough to detect low
volume and short duration anomalies as well as to avoid the
non-stationarity effect.

In our future work, we aim for the analysis of inter-arrival
time of the decomposed traffic in comparison to packet and
byte counts. We will also insert different types of generated
attacks and abnormalities into the control traffic of real Inter-
net traffic for further investigation. This will enable us to
calculate the accuracy, false positives and false negatives of
the proposed system. In addition, we will perform a compar-
ative analysis of the proposed scheme with other LRD based
schemes.
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